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FM underlines just peace in ME a must 

TAMPERE, Finland 
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On the sidelines of the meetings of the Euro-Mediterranean Conference in Tampere, 
Finland, a consultation session was held between ministers of the Arab group and 
European Troika, with the participation of Foreign Minister Walid Moualem. 

The meeting reviewed the progress that has been made since the summit 
which was held last year on the 10th anniversary of the Euro-Mediterranean 
Barcelona Process.  

During the meeting, Minister Moualem asserted that the desired progress in 
the Barcelona Process requires the realization of a just and comprehensive 
peace in the Middle East based on UN Security Council resolutions, Madrid 
reference and the principle of land for peace.  

The foreign minister and his accompanying delegation arrived in Tampere, 
Finland, on Sunday to attend the meetings of the Euro-Mediterranean 
ministerial conference. On the sidelines of the conference, Moualem met 
yesterday afternoon with the European Unions higher representative for 
foreign policy and security, Javier Solana. During the meeting, the two sides 
discussed the situation in the region, stressing the necessity of activating the 
European role for realizing a just and comprehensive peace in the Middle East 
region.  

Present at the meeting were the European envoy for the Middle East peace 
process Mark Otte and assistant Foreign Minister Ahmad Arnous.  

Moualem also met in the afternoon with his German counterpart Frank Walter 
Steinmeir. Discussion during the meeting dealt with bilateral relations 
between Syria and Germany as well as the situation in the region.  



Moualem also met with Denmark`s Foreign Minister Peter Steig Moeller and 
reviewed with him viewpoints regarding developments on the Iraqi and the 
Palestinian arenas in addition to the bilateral relations between Syria and 
Denmark.  

Viewpoints of both sides agreed on the necessity to continue efforts for 
achievement of a just and comprehensive peace in the region.  

Moualem further met with Bernard Boot, Foreign Minister of Holland. Bilateral 
relations were discussed during the meeting as well as the importance of the 
European role in the achievement of peace in the region.  

Foreign Minister Moualem then met with Beneta Ferrero Waldner, the EUs 
Foreign Relations Commissioner who underlined the significant step made by 
Syria through the restoration of diplomatic relations with Iraq.  

Moualem also met with Macedonian Foreign Minister Antonio Milososki. 
Relations between Syria and Macedonia as well as the situation in the Middle 
East and the Balkans were all reviewed during the meeting.  


